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The purpose of this paper is to prove the following two theorems 
THEOREM A. Let N be a finite group such that 
(i) O,(N) = V is an elementary abelian group of order 211, 
(ii) N/V is isomorphic with M,, the Math& group on 24 letters, 
(iii) C,(V) = V. 
Then V splits into two N-classes of involutions the sizes of which are either 759 
and 1288 or 1771 and 276. 
THEOREM B. Let G be a finite group containing an elementary abelian subgroup 
V of order 2’l such that 
(i) G(V) = V, 
(ii) Nc( V)/ V is isomorphic with MU , 
(iii) No(V) induces orbits of lengths 1771 and 276 on V, 
(iv) W&N = 1 f or an involution I in the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of NcG’I)- 
Then either V is normal in G and G/V is isomorphic with Mz4 or G is simple and 
either G is isomorphic with Jb or the centralizer of a 2-central involution of G is 
isomorphic with the centralizers of the 2-central involutions in M(24)’ and the order 
of G is equal to the order of M(24)‘. 
Remark. Here Ja denotes a simple group recently discovered by Janko and 
thoroughly discussed in [7j, whereas M(24)’ denotes the biggest of the three small 
Fischer groups described in [l]. In [8] P arrott determined many properties 
of a simple group containing a centralizer of a 2-central involution isomorphic 
with those of M(24)’ that it is very probable that only M(24)’ coincides with these 
conditions. 
It is worthwhile to remark that the second module of Theorem A with orbits 
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of lengths 759 and 1288 occurs as a 2-local subgroup in .l, the biggest of the three 
simple Conway groups. 
NOTATION. For convenience we make the following two definitions. 
(i) A group X is called of type %?a provided that X’ is isomorphic with the 
triple cover of A, and X/O(X) is isomorphic with Zs and the elements in X - X 
invert O(X). 
(ii) Throughout the paper we use bars for elements and subgroups of 
N(V)/ V and handle freely the so-called bar convention. 
1. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
For the rest of the paper we assume complete familiarity with the Mathieu 
grow M22 ad Ms4, e.g., see [5, 61. The character table of these two gruups will 
be of help from time to time. 
Proof of Theorem A. We now freely use the list of maximal subgroups of Mz4 
as can be found in [9, p. 2351. First consider an involution z in a 2-central orbit 
in V. The maximal subgroups of M,, containing a Sylow 2-subgroup of M,, are 
either’oforder\UII =210.33.50rIUaI=210-32.70rIU31=210.32.5*7. 
Here U, is isomorphic with an elementary abelian group of order 26 extended 
splittingly by a group of type %Es ; the group U, is isomorphic with an elementary 
abelian group of order 26 extended splittingly by the direct product of L,(2) and 
Z3 and finally Us is isomorphic with the holomorph of an elementary abelian 
group of order 16. As the index of the stabilizer of z cannot exceed 2047 we see 
that only the lengths 1771 and 759 are possible. As an element of order 11 of M2, 
fixes exactly one involution with representative f in V we see that there exists 
another orbit of even order in I’such that the corresponding stabilizer C,(,)(f)/ V 
contains a Frobenius group of order 11 . 10. The groups Aut(M,.J and Aut(M,a) 
are the only maximal subgroups of M, containing such a Sylow 1 l-normalizer. 
These two groups yield orbits of lengths 276 and 1288, respectively. Moreover 
the index in M,, of every proper subgroup of these two groups having Sylow 
11-normalizer of order 11 * 10 exceeds 2047. If an orbit in V has length 276 
then an element of order 5 of MM fixes at least six involutions of this orbit, for in 
Aut(M,,)‘the centralizer of an element of order 5 has order 10 whereas in M,, 
it has order 60. As an element of order 11 fixes only one involution in V it is then 
clear by a standard argument that an element of order 5 centralizes only a group 
of order 8 in V. Thus the orbit length 276 only fits together with 1771 which 
immediately proves Theorem A. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
From now on all lemmas are proved under the assumption that V splits into 
two orbits of sizes 1771 with representative z and 276 with representative f. 
Clearly C,&)/V is isomorphic with an elementary abelian group of order 2s 
extended splittingly by a group of type %& and C,,,,(f )/ V is isomorphic with 
AuVGJ. 
LEMMA 1. Let w be an element of order 5 of N(V) then 1 C,(w)/ = 23 and 
C,(w) contains one conjugate of z and six conjugates off. Let j be a nonxentral 
invoZution in N(V) then C,(j) h as order 26. Let o be an element of order three in the 
center of a Sylow 3-subgroup of N( V) then ) C,(u)/ = 25. Let p be an element of 
order 7 of N( V) then C,(p) h as order 4 and consists of conjugates off only. 
Proof. In the proof of Theorem A we have already shown / C,(w)/ = 8. As 
I C~WI = 60 and as CAut(M,,i (w) = 10 we see that the first part of the lemma 
is shown. The second statement concerning j follows from the fact that in iI& an 
element x of order 11 is inverted by a noncentral involution and that the order of 
C,(x) is 2. We now take a closer look at CNcy)(z). As the 2-rank of C,&f)/V 
is only 5 we see that Z(O,(C,Q,~(X))) consists of conjugates of z only and by what 
we have said about the elements w and j we get that the order of Z(O,(C,,,)(z))) 
is either 2 or 25. Assume 25 then we may choose a so that a centralizes 
Z(O,(C,~,~(z))). This yields’ that a group of type 32s’ acts faithfully on 
V/Z(O,(C,,,,(z))), a group of order 26. Thus u acts fixed-point-free on this 
factor group and so C,(U) h as order 25 and consists of conjugates of z only. This 
contradiction yields / Z(O,(C,~,~(x)))~ = 2. By the action of j we see that 
Z,(O,(C,~,~(z))) is a proper subgroup of V. As I C,(w)I = 8 and as u acts 
nontrivially on TV we get that V/( z consists of two composition factors with ) 
respect to C,,,~,)(Z) one of which has dimension 4 whereas the other one has 
dimension 6. This yields immediately I C,(u)1 = 26. Finally we consider a 
subgroup II of C&f) such that g is isomorphic with the holomorph of an 
elementary abelian group of order 8. A Sylow 5-subgroup of MS4 is inverted by a 
2-central involution i and so I C,(i)1 E {26, 2’}. Hence we have 24 < 
I Z(O,(U))l < 2’ and so U does not act irreducibly on 2(0,(U)), since irreducible 
GF(2)-modules for L,(2) h ave dimensions 1, 3, and 8. Hence the irreducible 
L,(2)-composition-factors of V are all of dimension 1 and 3. Comparing this 
result with the fact that I CV(u)I = 2s for 3- central elements of order 3 of N(V) 
we see that the final assertion follows. 
LEMMA 2. If i is a 2-central involution in N(V), then C,(i) has order 2s. If 
the coset i contains involutions of G, then there is an involution t in i such that t is 
conjugate to the 16 elements in t[V, t] and such that the remaining 24 * 7 involutions 
in tV are all conjugate. 
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Proof. We have shown in the proof of the preceding lemma that j C,(i)1 E 
{2s,27} holds. Assume 1 C,(i)I = 26. Let p be an element of order 7 in N(V) 
centralizing i. As C,(p) has order 4 we see that p acts fixed-point-free on C,(i) 
which however is impossible since the stabilizer C,,,,(f) contains elements of 
order 14. The second part of the lemma easily follows from the structure of the 
2-central centralizers in MS4 and by Lemma 1. So the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3. The group N(V) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Proof. I f  V were not characteristic in a Sylow 2-subgroup T of N(V) then 
T contains another elementary abelian normal subgroup P of order 2’l. As the 
2-rank of Mz4 is 6 we get that 1 V n r 1 > 26. Let i& be a subgroup of N(V) 
isomorphic with an elementary abelian group of order 26 extended by the direct 
product of Zs with L,(2) and let U, be the complete preimage in N(V). Similarly 
let Us be the preimage of us such that n, is isomorphic with an elementary 
abelian group of order 2s extended by a group of type 3Zs. We have 
I z(o2w)l < 2 f or i = 1,2, for O,(Zr,) and Aut(Ms,) both contain noncentral 
involutions of N(V) but Aut(Ms,) does not contain elementary abelian 
subgroups of order 2 s. In fact in the proof of Lemma 1 we have shown 
I WWJ>l = 2. As -W&N consists of x-conjugates only we see that an 
element of order 7 acts fixed-point-free on Z(O,(U,)) and so Z(O,(U,)) has order 
8. Hence we have 1 V n P j > 2s. Assume now 1 V n p 1 = 26. The structure 
of a Sylow 2-subgroup S of MS4 yields that every elementary abelian normal 
subgroup of S of order 26 is contained in an elementary abelian subgroup of 
order 26. By what we have said above we thus get that p is contained in O&r) 
and 1 O&): VP 1 = 2. A s an element p of order 7 of Ui acts fixed-point-free 
on O&l,) we see that p does not act on VI? Thus (VP n (Vpp)/V has order 2*. 
By our assumption we have 
1 Z( vq = 1 Z(VVP 1 = 2s and 1 Z( vq * Z( vp 1 < 2’ 
by Lemma 2. So Z(O,(U,)) = Z(VP) n Z(Va)o has order at least 26 which 
contradicts the fact that Z(O,(U,)) h as order 8. Thus we may assume 
I V n P I = 2’ and -% is an elementary abelian subgroup of N(V) consisting 
of 2-central involutions only. We define the following proper subgroup of N( V), 
namely, X = (Cm -# (a) I a E VP ). Then by Lemma 2 we see that X acts on 
V n r and clea%VB is a subgroup of X centralizing V n r. As Z(C-$a)) = 
{a) for all a E VP+ we conclude that X contains proper subgroups of order 
2lO.3.7. Thus IXI~{210.3~.7, 210.32.5-7). I f  IX/ = 210.32.7 then 
the preimage of X is U, and so by an above argument we get 1 Z(O,(U,))l = 2’ 
which is absurd. If  I X 1 = 210 * 3s * 5 * 7 then V n r is centralized by an 
elementary abelian subgroup of X of order 16 acted upon faithfully by As . But 
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then V n V contains a conjugate off together with at least 120 conjugates and a 
conjugate of x with more than 8 conjugates. This contradiction shows the lemma. 
COROLLARY. The groupN(V) controls the fusion in V with respect o G. Thus 
z is not conjugate to f in G. 
LEMMA 4. The group U = C,(,)(z) contains a normal extra-special subgroup 
A of order 213 such that A is the central product of six quaternim groups of order 8. 
The factor group X = U/A is isomorphic with an elementary abelian group B of 
order 16 extended by a group Y of type 3& such that [O(Y), B] = 1. 
Proof. We already know that Z(O,(U)) = (a). Consider now Za(O,(U))/(z> 
which group clearly is acted upon by a group of type 8Za . I f  Za(O,(U)) consists 
of conjugates of z only, then by the action of an element of order 5 of CNcV,(z) 
we conclude that 1 Z,(O,(U))l E {25, 29} an d as no involution in N(V) centralizes 
a subgroup of order 2s of V we get 1 Za(0,Q.I))~ = 25. Thus Z,(O,(U)) is 
centralized by an 3-central element of N( V) of order 3 but by Lemma 1 we know 
that C,(p) is of order 25 and clearly contains conjugates off. Hence it follows 
that Z,(O,(U)) contains involutions of both orbits and clearly / Z,(O,(U))\ 3 25. 
Assume 1 Za(O,(U))l = 2”, then again Z,(O,(U)) = C,(a) for an appropriate 
element u of order 3 in the center of a Sylow 3-subgroup of N( I’). Without loss 
we may assume f  g Z,(O,(U)). As CM(U) h as order 23 . 33 . 5 we see that f  has 
at least 4.3 .5 conjugates in Za(O,(U)). Th is contradiction immediately yields that 
Za(O,(U)) has order 2’, for 26 is impossible since then a group of type 3& would 
act faithfully on Za(O,(U))/(z). C onsider now the factor group y  = O,(U)/(z). By 
what we have just shown Z(y) is an elementary abelian group of order 26. As- 
sume that y/Z(y) is not elementary abelian. Then y/Z(y) is a special group of order 
210 with center of order 16. Let x be an element of order 4 in r/Z(r) then clearly 
all elements in the coset xZ(y/Z(y)) h ave order 4 and so an element of order 5 of U 
acts fixed-point-free on the elements of order 4 in y/Z(y). The structure of M,, 
thus yields that these elements of order 4 correspond to 2-central involutions in 
N(V) and such cosets would not contain any proper involutions of N(V). In 
Lemma 1 we have shown that an element p of order 7 of N(V) centralizes 
exactly a 4-group, say, E4 of conjugates off in V. So E4 is acted upon byCNx(p) 
which group has order 2 * 3 * 7 and is a direct product of (p) with a nonabelian 
group Y of order 6. As Aut(M,,) does not contain elements of order 21 we see 
that Y acts faithfully on E, from which it follows that the preimage of a 2-central 
involution of N(V) contains proper involutions. This contradiction shows that 
y/Z(y) is elementary abelian of order 21°. We now Gx an element u of order 3 
in O,,,(U). Acting with u on y/Z(y) we see that [r/Z(y), (a)] is of order 26 and 
clearly the preimage A of this group in N(V) is a normal subgroup of CNo&) 
of order 213 with center (x) of order 2 and such that u acts fixed-point-free on 
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AJ(z). Clearly the group A/( z ) is acted upon by an elementary abelian group B 
of order 16 extended by a group of type %Es as stated in the lemma. We still have 
to show that A is extra-special of (+)-type. We have A = [Os(U), (u)] and both 
z(r) and AI-W are acted upon faithfully by a group of type %?Ya from which it 
follows that either A/(z) is abelian or special with center Z(y) of order 26. 
Consider now a non-3-central element x of order 3 in N(V). Then clearly C,(x) 
Fonsists of conjugates of z only and CNx(x) is isomorphic with (x) x L,(2). As 
C,(x) has odd 2-power order and as an element of order 7 acts fixed-point-free 
on C,(x) we get 1 C,,(x)l E (23, 2B}. But 1 C,(x)] = 2$ is impossible since then a 
3-central element of order 3 would centralize at least a group of order 2’. Thus 
C,(x) has order 8. As all involutions of Cm(x) are noncentral and as any 
faithful extension of an elementary abelian group of order 8 by L,(2) contains 
more than seven involutions we thus see that we can find a proper involution t in 
N(V) - I’ such that t I/ is a noncentral involution in N(V). We choose now 
such an involution t with t E O,(U). As O,(U)/(z) is special we see that 
X = (t, to)(z)/(x) is a dihedral group of order 4 or 8. Assume ( X ( = 8, then 
X is nonabelian and so X’ = (a) is a nontrivial subgroup of [V/(z), (u)]. 
Applying B and a2 to X we get that t(z) has four conjugates with respect to the 
group (t(z), t”(z), a, au) which it impossible. So (t(z), t”(s)) is a 4-group 
from which it follows immediately that t(z) lies in A/(z) = [O,(U)/(z), (o)]. 
the action of %Ys on an elementary abelian group of order 26 yields that both 
Z(r) and A/Z(y) split into two orbits of lengths 18 and 45, respectively. We have 
shown that the preimage in A/(z) of the orbit of length 18 in A/Z(y) consists 
of involutions only. Assume now that A/(z) is not elementary abelian then 
A/(z) is special of order 212 with center Z(y) of order 26. If w denotes an element 
of order 5 acting on A/(x) we get that 1 C,,,,,(w)1 = 16 and as u acts fixed- 
point-free on CAIcz)(w) and because of the existence of proper involutions in the 
orbit of length 18 in A/(z) - Z(y) we conclude that CAIJw) is elementary 
abelian. We now choose a 4-group (& P) in CA,&w) such that 
(f, P) n Z(A/(x)) = I 
Moreover we can find 4-groups (S, P) and (F, 9) both conjugate to (f, P) such 
that the intersection of any two of these three groups is trivial and such that 
A/(+ = (2, P”, S, P, r”, P). Clearly CAIcz) ((f, P)) is acted upon by w and so 
Ci,,,,((f, f9) = CA&f) = CA,,,,(fa) = GQ/W), f, f”>. Thus 16 A/(+] is 
a ‘group of order 16 acted upon fixed-point-free by w, from which it follows 
that [t, A/(z)] = [P, A/(z)] = [ZF, A/(z)]. Set [F, f] = xi , [SO, q = x2 , 
[F, tl] = x3 ) and [P, tl] = xS; so [t, A/(z)] = <xl , x2 , x3 , xi). As (A/(z))’ has 
order 26 we set [F, f] = 3e, and [P, S] = x,, such that (A/(z))’ = (xl , X, , xi, 
3cs, x, , x6). Thus we get that u normalizes (xi , x2), (xs , xi), and (xs ;xs): 
Using all facts about A/(z) we have shown so far we get the remaining relations 
[P, f] = x2 ) [P, S”] = x1x2 , [P, F] = xf, [P, P] = x,xI , [F, P] = xs , and 
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[F,i”] = X5X6 . By ian easy : calculation it then’ follows that A/(z>/Z(A/(z)) 
contains exactly ‘nine cosets consisting of involutions only contradicting the fact 
that rZ(A/(a)) has 18 conjugates. Hence A/(z) is elementary abelian. However, 
A is not abelian and A II V is efementary of order 2’ from which it follows that A 
is extra-special of width 6 and of (+)-type, This completes the proof of the 
(lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Let i be an involution in X = C,(,,(z)/A. Then either i inverts UA 
and 1 CAI&i)l = 26 OY iinverts an element of order 5 of X and 1 C,,,,,(i)1 < 2* OY i 
lies in a 4-group E4 of X normalized by a Sylow 3-subgroup of X and / C,,,,,(i)1 < 28. 
Proof. By the structure of X it is clear that we only have to handle the.case 
[UA, i] = 1 which is equivalent to i E 3’. As an element w of order 5 of X acts 
fixed-point-free on O,(X) and as 1 Nx((w)): Cx((w))I > 1 we see that all 
involutions of X’ - O,(X) invert an element of order 5 of X. As I CAI&w)I = 24 
we thus get 1 C,,,,,(i)1 < 28 in that case. Finally let i E O,(X) and let P be a 
Sylow 3-subgroup of C,(i). Then / P I = 9 and as A, is represented faithfully 
on O,(X) we see that C as(x)(P) is a 4-group E4 containing i such that E4 is ‘acted 
upon nontrivially by a Sylow 3-subgroup F of X. As 0 acts fixed-point-free on 
A/(z) we get that F acts faithfully on C,,,,,(E,) which group is a proper sub- 
group of A/(z) containing A n V/(Z). As F also acts faithfully on 
A/(z)/(A n I’)/(Z) we see that C,,,,,(E,) = A n V/(Z) which group has 
order 26. Hence we have 1 CAIcz) (i)l < 2g and since 0 acts fixed-point-free on 
CA/~(‘) h fi 1 z t e na conclusion follows. For the rest of the paper we now use the 
bar convention for elements and subgroups of C(Z)/(X). 
LEMMA 6. The group A is strongly closed in N(A) with respect to C(z). 
Proof. We now intend to apply [2, Corollary 41. Let T be a fixed Sylow 
2-subgroup of C(Z) such that 2 is a subgroup of T. Assume now that A is not 
weakly closed in T with respect to C(Z). So let A* be a-)-conjugate of 2 in T. 
- -. -- 
As the 2-rank of T/A is 5 and as an elementary abelian subgroup of T/A of order 
25 contains an involution i such that I C,(i)1 = 26 we see that / A n A* ) > 2s. -- 
So by Lemma 5 we see: that 1 An A* 1 = 2s. But then A*A/A contains’ a 
4-group E4 which is normalized by a Sylow 3-subgroup of X and the arguments 
of the proof of Lemma 5 then yield I A* n 2 I < 26, a contradiction. Next 
assume that A is not strongly closed in T with respect to C(Z). Although the 
- -. 
2-rank of T/A is 5 it is clear by the preceding lemma that r of [2, Corollary 41 
is at most 4 and as 1 CA(i)\ < 2s for all involutions i in X we get Y = 4. Another 
consequence of [2] is that there is an elementary abelian subgroup U of i’ with 
U < 2 such that I U ( > 2s and Ug < 2 for some g E C(z). Among all such 
groups we choose U to have maximal order. If UA/A n O,(X) = 1, then by 
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a simple order argument we get 2s < 1 U I/4 < 1 E n A / < 2s. Consider now 
an involution I E U - 2. Then I NA((C,(21), t))] > 28 . 24/(28/1 En A I) = 
I E n A / . 24 > 4 . ) U I. By the maximality of U we thus see that there is some 
g E C(z) such that @ E A and such that (NA((CU, i)))g < 2 which contradicts 
the fact that 2 is abelian and that C,(t) has order 2s. Hence UA/A n O,(X) # 1. 
Then consider an involution TV U - +?i such that tA E UA/A n O,(X). If 
) UA/A I < 24 then 28 >, / U n A 1 > I U i/S > 25 and again we get 
I N&C,-(W, WI 2 28 .24/(2*/l U n 2 I) 3 2 . I U I, 
a similar contradiction as above. Thus we have 1 UA/A 1 = 24 and as a conse- 
quence of the structure of X we have 1 UA/A n O,(X)l E (4, 16). In both cases 
UA/A n O,(X) contains a 4-group E4 such that C,(E4) is a subgroup of 
V n A/(z) of order 2s by Lemma 5. If I UA/A n O,(X)1 = 4, then by the 
structure of 3E we see that N@.A/A n O,(X)) is a direct product of (u) with 
an elementary abelian group of order 16 extended by Z; . Let i be an involution 
in UA/A n O,(X) an assume that CA(;) = C,-(U/A n O,(X)). Then clearly d 
C,(i) and N&A/A n O,(X)) are both acting on CA(i). As C~(i) is a maximal 
subgroup of X and as both groups are different we get that a Sylow 3-subgroup of 
X acts faithfully on the 4-group C~(z)/c,(i) n (V n A)/(z), a contradiction. 
ThuswemayassumeUnA,(UnAn randso 
Consider now an involution t E U - d such that iA E UA/A n O&X). Then 
clearly 1 C=(f) n (V n A)] = 2s and so we have 
1 N,((c,(u), i))i a 28 .24/(26/l U n 2 I) z 4 . I U I. 
This final contradiction proves the lemma. 
COROLLARY. The group A is a characteristic subgroup of O,(C(z)). 
Proof. Consider the normal closure & of A with respect to w). By the 
preceding lemma we see that ZZ? is of known type and by the action of the group 
of type %Z’s we get JZ’ = A. In the proof of Lemma 6 we have shown that A is 
characteristic in a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(z) that contains A. Now the assertion 
easily follows. 
LEMMA 7. If  V is not normal in G, then G is simple and C(z) is not contained in 
WV)- 
Proof. Let % be a minimal normal subgroup of G. As V contains a 4-group 
of conjugates of z it then follows that 8 has even order. Thus V is contained in % 
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and so either V is normal in G or G is an odd order extension of a simple group 
containing iV( V) as a 2-local subgroup. The Frattini argument and the fact that 
V is characteristic in every 2-group containing V thus shows the first half of 
the lemma. Assume now that G is simple and that C(Z) = C,&Z). As we have 
pointed out before there are at most four classes of involutions in N(V) - V 
with the representatives ir and iZ corresponding to a 2-central involution in M,, 
and with the representativesj, and jZ corresponding to a noncentral involution in 
Mu . Moreover we have 214 . 3 * 7 1 1 C,(,)(i,)], 214 * 3 1 1 C,(,,(~,)], and 
214 * 3 . 5 I I C,tdiJl = I C~d.Gl. C om arin or P g d ers of centralizers we thus 
have that i1 is not conjugate to z in G. Let w be an element of order 5 in 
Gdh) n W. H ence if jr is conjugate to x in G then jr N z in C(w). By 
Lemma 4 we see that a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(w) is extra-special of order 32 
of type Qs * Qs such that there exists an elemnt u of order 3 in C(w) acting 
fixed-point-free on the Frattini factor group. Consider now a minimal normal 
subgroup % of C(w)/O(C(w)). Th us we have (2, jr, jIO) < ‘% and so by the 
action of the element of order 3 we get I 8I /a ~{8,32}. Clearly 1 !$I Ia = 32 is 
impossible since then 9I would be a simple group with an extra-special Sylow 
2-subgroup of order 32. If I 92 I2 = 8 then (z, jr , jIu) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
‘III such that all the involutions are conjugate in C(w). Thus the order of the group 
CW n WWl ,j19)/C(4 n C(C4 jl &>) is exactly 2a ~3 . 7 contradicting 
the structure of GL(3,2). Clearly the same argument proves that j, also is not 
conjugate to z. Thus [2, Corollary 31 together with the main result of [lo] shows 
that a is conjugate to ia in C(f). Considering the number of involutions in the 
coset izV we conclude that we may assume ia E A and so [ia, V] is a subgroup of 
A n V of order 16 acted upon by an element of order 7 of N(V). Thus [ia , V] 
contains a conjugate f * off and so by the action of 8& we finally may assume 
ta N izf. The contradiction now arises from the conjugation chain z N iz N 
i,f N zf -f. So the lemma is shown. 
We now complete the proof of Theorem B. By Lemma 7 we are left with the 
case that G is a simple group containing an involution z such that C(x) is not a 
subgroup of N( V). 
LEMMA 8. The following is true. 
(0 @(C(4) = A, 
(ii) C(Z) contains a subgroup of index 2, 
(iii) O(C(z)/A) is a cyclicgroup of order 3. 
Proof. Clearly A is a subgroup of O,(C(z)). If A were a proper subgroup of 
O,(C(z)) then by the action of E?& we see that O,(C(a)) = Oa(C(2) n N(V)). As 
V is a characteristic subgroup of Oa(C(2)) we get C(2) < iV( V), a contradiction, 
which proves the first part of the lemma. If t is an involution in Oa(C(2) n 
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N(V)) - A then it is clear from the structure of V/I that ( CA,&t)I > 26 and 
so by the action of cr and by Lemma 5 we have / CAl( = 2*. If t is an 
involution in (C,,,)(z))’ - O,(CN~V~(z)) th en clearly t inverts an element w of 
order 5 in C,(,,(z) and as w is acted upon faithfully by a cyclic group of order 
4 we see that C,,,,,(t) is of order 28 t 00. Since 0 acts fixed-point-free on A/(x) we 
thus get by Thompson’s transfer lemma that C(x)/A contains a subgroup U of 
index 2 which proves (ii). 
Consider now a minimal normal subgroup !R of U. Then ‘$I is either an 
elementary abelian group of odd order or ‘% is a nonabelian simple group with 
Sylow 2-subgroup of order 2’ which follows from the fact that iV~(O,(C,&)/A)) 
is nonsolvable. Assume now that ‘$I is a nonabelian simple group, then % 
contains a 2-local subgroup R such that R is an elementary abelian group of 
order 16 extended by the triple cover of A, . As R contains a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of $I we thus see by [4] that the sectional 2-rank of ‘$I is 4. But comparing with 
the list in [3] we get a contradiction. Thus O(C(z)/A) is nontrivial. Assume by 
way of contradiction that 1 O(C(z)/A)I > 3. As V is a subgroup of O,(C(z) n 
N(V)) we thus have that O(C(z)/A) is acted upon faithfully by an elementary 
abelian group E of order 16 extended by a group of type 42, . Comparing with 
the order of SO+( 12,2) we see that O(C(z)/A)I divides 3s . 5 . 72 . 11 . 17 . 31. 
From the fact that all involutions in E are conjugate we now get a contradiction 
when considering the centralizers of the involutions in E with respect to a section 
of O(C(x)jA) that is acted upon faithfully by E and which clearly is an elementary 
abelian 3-group. Thus the last part of the lemma is shown. 
LEMMA 9. The grozq C(z)/O,,,(C(z)) is either isomorphic with Aut(M,,) OY 
with U,(3) extended by an outer automorphism of order 2. 
Proof. From the fact that VA/A centralizes O,,,*(C(z))/A we conclude that 
a minimal normal subgroup ‘!JI of C(z)/O,,,(C(z)) is a nonabelian simple group 
with Sylow 2-subgroups of order 2’ and containing a 2-local subgroup U such 
that U is isomorphic with an elementary abelian group of order 16 extended by 
A, . Furthermore the preimage of % in C(a)jA is a triple cover of ?X As the 
sectional 2-rank of $I is 4 again the main result of [3] yields that ‘9I is either 
isomorphic with Mz, or with U,(3). Recalling that C(z)/O,,,(C(x)) contains a 
2-local subgroup El6 extended by 2s we thus have that the elements of 
C(z) - (C(z))’ induce outer automorphisms on (C(z))‘/O,,,(C(x)) which 
finally proves the lemma. 
COHO~LARY. If we are in the jirst case of Lemma 9 then by the main result of 
[7] we haoe that G is isomorphic with J4 , while if we are in the second case of 
Lemma 9 then the results of [S] complete the proof of Theorem B. 
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